Artist’s Almanac July 2019
The poet and the dreamer are distinct,
Diverse, sheer opposite, antipodes.
The one pours out a balm upon the world,
The other vexes it.
Keats

The Germans have a word for it - Schadenfreude – meaning pleasure in the misfortune of
others.
I can’t think of any equivalent for it in our English language – only examples. Newspapers in
Miami sell best when reporting blizzards in New York or Boston’s eight-foot snowdrifts. We
search the newspaper obituaries and congratulate ourselves that at least we aren’t dead yet.
Perhaps pleasure in the misfortune of others is a prime example of original sin. Newspapers
know and pander to this, knowing that scandal outsells sainthood and slither about the sewers
dredging up the sludge.
Or inventing it. The lurid picture magazines in waiting rooms enlist our eyes to participate in
improbable fantasies. Lawyers have put a note of caution into loose talk, but there are new
substitutes. One is the dark fantasies of digital movies which allow us to role play all our lives.
But there is a new and far more direct one.
The internet allows us to assassinate each other anonymously with little fear of reprisal and
even less concern for truth. Here at last is not just a way to enhance the joy of schadenfreude,
but to create its misery anonymously for those we envy or just disagree with. Journalists are
justly envious of its power of dissemination of untruths and led into ever more imaginative
searches for proofs of the conclusions they themselves have already arrived at prior to
investigating. Investigative reporting has turned into a lucrative real-life game of ‘Gotcha’, or
fix the blame.
Why does any of this matter to us today? Can we not simply turn off the television, cancel our
newspaper subscription, resolve never to talk politics, religion or any personal preference with
those we once called our friends for fear of converting them to enemies? We can withdraw
into a daily diet of good music, literature and art, and let the world go to hell. Why, indeed,
not?
Because 243 years ago the Continental Congress of our American ancestors signed off on a
declaration of revolt and independence from the most powerful ruler of our world - Great
Britain. Then 11 years later after a dangerous and divisive fight our congress once more agreed
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to a Constitution which converted our loose Confederacy of states to a unified nation. Leaving
the closed session of delegates in Philadelphia Benjamin Franklin was stopped by a lady who
asked him what type of government our new one was.
A Republic, if you can keep it. Keep it we have, unique then as now in our world, our city built
upon a hill, and not without serious divisions. Even Founder Franklin’s son remained a Loyalist
and had to live out his days in England.

Art encouraged the colonies to unite in order to survive, and they did, encouraged by cartoon
art first published by Patriot printer Benjamin Franklin in his Philadelphia Gazette.
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This humble symbol of a people, so scorned by the British King and Parliament, did join and
rise to bite the proud Empire, as symbolized in their rattlesnake flag.
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The depiction of war as
glorious has long been a
favorite motif of artists.
Here artist Don Troiani
depicts the turning point of
The American Revolution in
which the Overmountain
Men from Tennessee and
Kentucky killed or captured
an entire division of the
American Loyalists at King’s
Mountain, Carolina - the first
step in forcing it to
Yorktown, Virginia where
Cornwallis surrendered his
entire army, effectively ending the fighting.
Later, in 1814, the British tried again at New Orleans and were once more turned back by
Tennesseans and Kentuckians, preserving our young nation and leading to peace with the
British ever since.

D.M. Carter, Artist
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Nearly one hundred years later we had another revolution, this time against ourselves, as one
section rebelled against the other over an unhealed breach in its original constitution and the
right to make its own laws, even unjust laws. Here is a watercolor I painted from a sketch by
the Civil War
artist, A. P. Waud,
of an action in the
mountains of
north Georgia,
where my great
uncle, Captain Dan
Puryear lost his
life, as his country
was losing its war.
His mother, Mary
Anne, lost her two
oldest sons to
battle and a third,
my greatgrandfather, was
taken prisoner,
leaving her with
only a 14-year-old
young son to plow her fields and support her and two sisters. How glorious was that?
Not all Civil War art depicts smoke and the unknowing tangle of battle. Wars begin with rulers,
the battles are planned by generals, and fought by their officers and private soldiers. It is they
who bleed, die, and suffer painful crippling wounds, not the politicians.
The lost soldier’s mother suffers a wound that never heals. The best Civil War paintings, in my
judgement, are those of the soldiers’ minds before battle is joined. Many are thinking of their
homes, their sweethearts and their wives and children, and the possibility of their own deaths.
My friend David Wright, one of the finest Civil war artists I know, does not paint death nor the
battle itself. Rather he seeks to portray the thoughts of those who will shortly lead their men
into battle, many to their death. Both these subjects of the paintings below died in pending
battles – one at Chancellorsville, the other at Franklin. The subjects of these portraits know
what lies ahead for their men and the artist gives us to understand the weight of the decision
they face. In the first of these, General Thomas ‘Stonewall ‘Jackson sits atop a rail fence
overlooking his beloved home, the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, where he and his men will
soon engage in a number of bloody battles and he will be killed. In this painting we can almost
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see his mind working. Jackson was a profound, prayerful man and is visualizing all that lies
before him and his little army. The painting is pregnant with purpose and meaning, much more
so than would be one depicting the clash of bayonets and the smoke of gunpowder.
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David’s incomparable painting of the Confederate General Patrick Cleburne seated on his
horse on Breezy Hill overlooking the plain leaving to the Carter House in Franklin, where the
Union Army is barricaded behind three defensive lines, supported by artillery sweeping the
plain between the forces. The boys before him are nearing home and expect to go there to
visit their loved ones after the battle. Their faces are full of expectancy; little do they know
that within two hours most of them will be dead or weltering in their own blood on the
battlefield before them. For his part, Cleburne is looking, not over the battlefield, but behind
him, towards General John Bell Hood, whom all his subordinate generals tried to dissuade
from ordering this suicidal charge across two miles of open ground facing artillery and
barricades. Even now he looks back towards his commanding officer, hoping for a last-minute
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revocation of the order. Cleburne himself, will soon be buried in the Episcopal Church
southwest of Columbia, one of 14 southern generals who were casualties in that bloody
action. The painting perfectly captures the drama and meaning of the moment.
This interpretation and search for deeper meanings is what good art is all about. This
interpretive art In World War I, the war to end all wars, was used to recruit volunteers. Who
does not know the immortal painting of Uncle Sam pointing towards you, the viewer, with the
words “Uncle Sam wants
you” The image is still widely
used today to instill
patriotism a full century after
it was conceived and
executed. The British used art
to rally their people against
the threatened Nazi invasion
of their island in World War
II, and it succeeded and
helped Britain to fight alone
and save the rest of Western
civilization.
Music, too, is art and has its
part. Which of us has not felt
their heart swell with pride at
the singing of the StarSpangled Banner? Sadly, here
begin the examples of those
very differences which today
divide us so deeply. Some
athletes seek to make their
own personal statements of
disrespect of our USA by
choosing to kneel, not stand,
for our national anthem.
This has now reached to the level of such absurdity that many partisans are opposing the
Fourth of July celebration in Washington today asserting that our president will turn it into a
political rally. A young mother told me to taking both her eight-year-old and six-year-old
daughters to their pediatrician’s office. She was asked first what sex they were born as, then
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what they identify as now, and last what sexual orientation they were (whether they were gay,
straight, transsexual, etc.). These questions for girls six and eight-year-old!
Music may be martial or calming. The cellist Pablo Casals, who had lived through the horrors of
the Spanish Civil War once said, I would ask them, do you like war? Then I would play them
some Bach.
Yet not all music is as peaceful as Bach, I would nominate Rap as a canticle of hatred. A
recently quoted philosopher says hatred enhances your self-esteem; when you declare your
opponents to be obviously evil and stupid, you are congratulating not only yourself but the
people who agree with you for being intelligent and good. 1
There are many questions raised by the Declaration we celebrate today.
Are the inalienable rights of the unborn in the same category as civil rights?
What does the phrase one people mean?
Since we are no longer, and never have been, descended from the same ancestors, speaking
the same language, professing the same religion, attached to the same principles of
government, very similar in our manners and customs, as John Jay wrote by way of explanation
in Federalist No. 2. , which of these must we unify in order to remain united?
Shouldn’t a common language be taught and learned by all, and while we are at it, should they
not be taught shared civic principles?
Must we not we give immigrants of every age the opportunity to learn the basics of American
history? And while we are at it, shouldn’t we do the same for our own native-born children of
every age, who are left woefully ignorant of it by our own K-12 education system?
We cannot remain one people if we spend our time demonizing one another. As Abraham
Lincoln said at a peak moment of national division, “We are not enemies, but friends. We must
not be enemies” 2.
Let’s hope it works out better this time.
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